Abstract. We show that for a lattice effect algebra two conceptions of completeness (cr-completeness) coincide. Moreover, a separable effect algebra is complete if and only if it is cr-complete. Further, in an Archimedean atomic lattice effect algebra to every nonzero element x there is a ©-orthogonal system G of not necessary different atoms such that x = © G. A lattice effect algebra E is complete if and only if every block of E is complete. Every atomic Archimedean lattice effect algebra is a union of atomic blocks, since each of its elements is a sum of a ©-orthogonal system of atoms. 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 006C15, 03G12, 81P10.
Introduction and basic definitions

Z. Riecanovâ
If E with the defined partial order is a lattice then (E; ©, 0,1) is called a lattice effect algebra. Examples of lattice effect algebras are direct products or horizontal sums of an orthomodular lattice and MV-algebra or horizontal sum of two MV-algebras. In [7] compatibility of two elements of an effect algebra E was introduced. We say that a, 6 G E are compatible ( Moreover, for every finite Q Ç P, 0 Q exists and 0 Q < 0 xj for some fc=i no G N (N is the set of all positive integers). It follows that P* = (re* is ©-orthogonal and V P exists if and only if 0P* exists, in which case V P = 0 P* • We have proved the following lemma. LEMMA 2.1. For a lattice effect algebra (E; ©, 0,1) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For every at most countable set P Ç E, \J P exists in E.
(ii) For every at most countable ©-orthogonal system G of elements of E, 0 G exists in E. k= 1 toq A lattice effect algebra (i?;@, 0,1) is called a-complete if E is a incomplete lattice (equivalently, for every at most countable set P C E, V P exists in E). E is called complete if E is a complete lattice (equivalently, for every P<ZE,\J P exists in E). DEFINITION 2.2. An effect algebra (E-,®, 0,1) is called Archimedean if for no nonzero element e G E, ne := e © e © ... © e (n-times) exists for every n € N. An Archimedean effect algebra is called separable if every ©-orthogonal system of elements of E is at most countable.
Note that every complete effect algebra is Archimedean ([11] ). THEOREM 2.3. Let (E\ ©, 0,1) be a separable a-complete effect algebra. Then to every set P C E there is an at most countable set Pi such that \/ Pi = VP.
Proof. Let 0 ^ P C E. Let £ = {a C P \ a is finite} and for every a G £ x a := V ot. Let ax G £. If for every x G P x < x ai then x ai = V P. Assume that there is an a € £ such that x a ^ x ai and put Q2 := aiUa. If/3 G £ such oo that xp jf x a2 then we put 0:3 := 0.2 U /3, Let y u := \J x an . If for every n=l a £ £ we have x a < y w then y^ := y P. Assume that there is an a u G £ such that x a " y u and let us put y u +i = 2/ w V x au , hence y w +i © y u ^ 0. If for every countable transfinite number x we have y^+i > y>< then the system {j/x+i © Y X | X < xo}> where XQ is the first uncountable transfinite ordinal number, is an uncountable ©-orthogonal system of elements of E, a contradiction. We conclude that there is an at most countable set Pi of elements of E such that V Pi = V P-
COROLLARY 2.4. A separable effect algebra (E; ©, 0,1) is complete if and only if E is a-complete.
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that (E; ©, 0,1) is a lattice effect algebra, x G E and U C E is such that for all u G Li, u < x. Then f\{x ©u|uGZY} = 0=^ \JU = x.
We conclude that x < d and thus x = \JU. THEOREM 2.6. For an Archimedean lattice effect algebra (E\ ©, 0,1) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For every non-empty subset P of E, V P exists in E.
(ii) For every ®-orthogonal system G of elements of E, 0 G exists in E.
Proof. (i)=>(ii): This is obvious.
(ii)=Ki): Assume that 0 56 P C E and V P + 0. Let V = {v G E \ x < v for every x G P}. Let M = {(u x ) xG ff | {U^X^H is a ©-orthogonal system of nonzero elements of E such that for every finite K C H and every u£V, 0 u x < w}. Evidently M. is a poset in which every chain has an upper xeK bound. By Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal element {u^^Ho e -M. Put G = { 0 v.* | K C Ho, K is finite}. Assume that there is an e € -B\{0} *eK such that e < vQg for every v G V and every g G G. It follows that e(&g < v for every g G G and every v € V. By the maximality of we obtain that there is a xi G ii0 such that e = . Moreover, for every g G G and every v G V we have e©g G G which implies that e < v© (e©g) and hence (e © e) © g < v. By induction we obtain that ne = e©e©...©e (n-times) exists for every n E N, a contradiction. We conclude that 
THEOREM 2.7. An Archimedean lattice effect algebra (E; ©, 0,1) is complete if and only if every block of E is complete.
Proof. Assume first that E is complete. By [10], Corollary 4.4, if M C E is a block and PCM is such that V P and /\ P exist in E then f\P,f\P G M. Hence M is a complete lattice.
Assume now that every block of E is a complete lattice. Let {u^^h be a ©-orthogonal system of elements of E. set P of E, V P exists in E, which implies that E is complete. 
Assume that L is a lattice (not necessarily complete). F C L is called a
M denotes an arbitrary maximal set of mutually compatible elements of E, a block of E.
THEOREM 2.8. Let {E\ ©, 0,1) be a lattice effect algebra and let be a ©-orthogonal system such that 0 a* exists in E. Let D G {Es, B, C(E), M}. xeH Then
Proof. In [15] Note that every M is a maximal Boolean sub-effect algebra of E, and hence B = f){M | M is a block in E} is also a Boolean sub-effect algebra of E, Es is an orthomodular lattice (see [15] ) and hence C{E) -B D Es is a Boolean algebra.
Atoms and finite elements in effect algebras
An element p of an effect algebra (E; ffi, 0,1) is called an 
>ce H is a ©-orthogonal system of atoms such that 0 a" < x for every finite K C H}. Then M. is a poset in x<=K which every chain has an upper bound and hence by Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal element € A4. Now in much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, the assumption that there is an e G E such that e < x Q 0 a x for every finite K C if 0 implies that e = 0. By Lemma 2.5, x&K we conclude that \/{ 0 A* \ K C HQ is finite} = X.
(ii) As we can see above, for every K C HQ the element UK -0 Ox is finite and x = \/{UK \ K C HQ is finite}, which gives x = \J{u G E \ u < x, u is finite}.
Assume that (E; ffi, 0,1) is a lattice effect algebra. G C E is a set of mutually compatible elements if and only if for every pair s, y G G, x <-> y. If E is a set of mutually compatible elements then E is called a Boolean effect algebra [8] , [12] [13]. Every set G C E of mutually compatible elements of a lattice effect algebra E is a subset of a maximal set of mutually compatible elements called a block. Every lattice effect algebra E is a union of its blocks. In fact blocks are maximal Boolean sub-effect algebras of E.
It has been shown in [10] that, for elements of a lattice effect algebra, x <-> z and y «-» z implies that x V y <-> z and if x © y exists then also x ffi y «-» z. Moreover, if z *-* x for every x G A and \f A exists in E then z <r+\J A.
It is worth noting that every Boolean effect algebra can be organized into an MV-algebra and vice versa (see [8] , [13] ). Thus every Boolean effect algebra is called also an MV-effect algebra (D. Foulis). Proof. Let 0 ^ x € E. By Theorem 3.1, there is a ©-orthogonal system (ay)iec of atoms such that x = 0 a7. Let A* £ A be such that for every ieG 7 6 G, ay G A* and let M* € M. be such that A* C M*. For every y € M* we have j/<-»a7 for every 7 £ G and hence y *-* x = V{ © ay \ K C H, K 7 eK is finite}. By the maximality of M" we conclude that x G COROLLARY 3.3. Let (S;©,0,1) be an Archimedean atomic lattice effect algebra. Let the set of all atoms of E be mutually compatible. Then E is a Boolean effect algebra.
QUESTION. Does there exist an atomic
Archimedean non-orthomodular lattice effect algebra which has a non-atomic block?
